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THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY
www.eastgriristeadsociety.org
The Society was founded in 1968 to protect and improve the amenities of East Grinstead and its
environs. The town has a long history and a unique architectural heritage, entrusted for the time being
to the hands of our generation. It should be our concern that such contributions as we in turn make are
worthy of the past and a fitting bequest to the future.
The Society arranges regular talks, discussions, walks and visits. It produces this Bulletin of articles of
local interest and a Newsletter thrice yearly. Its' 1969 report on the High Street conservation area was
well received as a basis for future policy. It is very active in monitoring all planning applications and
making representations to the authorities on planning issues and promotes citizenship education in local
schools. It has held exhibitions, planted trees, restored the churchyard railings and martyrs' memorial,
and financed tree-ring dating of some buildings in the High Street. It has also produced surveys of
trees, seats and playground equipment, provided a plaque by the mass grave of victims of enemy action
in Mount Noddy cemetery (now superseded) and historical guide-maps in the High Street, and
presented seats in memory of leading former members to Sackville College and the High Street. It has
published a book of reminiscences, sets of postcards reproducing old photographs, three town trails
(one of them also in French) and leaflets on the local martyrs and on Mount Noddy and Moat Pond.
With the Town Council it established the now independent Town Museum.
The Society is a registered charity (no.257870) and belongs to the Federation of Sussex Amenity
Societies. A copy of its constitution is available on request.
The strength of such a Society lies in the extent to which it can be seen to represent public opinion; the
larger the membership the greater the influence. The subscription is £10 p.a., renewable on 1 January
(except by those joining on or after 1 October). By signing a Gift Aid form standard-rate income tax
payers can increase its value at no cost to themselves. Persons wishing only to receive the Bulletin can
do so at a special rate of £5 per calendar year, payable in advance to the Editor (address on cover).
PRESIDENT M.J. LEPPARD, M.A.
OFFICERS, 2009-10
CHAIRMAN vacant
VICE-CHAIRMAN J.W. BRIDLE
TREASURER N.J. BEALE, B.Sc., C.A.
SECRETARY C.J.V. WHEATLEY, Ph.D.
EDITOR OF BULLETIN M.J. LEPPARD, M.A.
Contributions for the Bulletin to the Editor, through whom permission must be sought to reproduce any
contents. Unattributed contributions are from the Editor or officers. Attributed opinions are not
necessarily anyone's but their author's.
BACK NUMBERS OF BULLETINS from the Editor: single copies £1 + postage (5 second-class stamps
acceptable); more than one copy £1 each, post free; set of all issues in print (77) £20 (to be collected after
payment from the Town Museum). There is a waiting list for out-of-print issues. Unwanted back-numbers

(even damaged or defective) are always welcome for re-sale. A list of principal contents is on the website.
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THE BULLETIN OF THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY

No.99 (Winter 2009-10)

EDITORIAL
It will not have escaped notice that the appearance of some pages of Bulletin 98 was below standard,
the result of an increasing withdrawal of-co-operation by the printer connected to the editor's computer.
New equipment has since been acquired and the opportunity taken to make some slight modifications to
the presentation in this issue. The contents range from a further big-picture contribution from Mr
Hollins, 'What is history?', via the usual micro-historical scrutiny of particular local topics and
reminiscences of the lost world of 1930s East Grinstead, to something that is too rare in our pages,
discussion of an issue raised at the start of this year but with long-range implications that justify
inclusion in the Bulletin rather than the Newsletter.
COVER PICTURE: A drawing of part of our High Street by the local artist Leslie J. Tyler, dated by
him 25.2.26 under his signature, one of a series that he issued in postcard form. The man himself is
remembered by Mr Wood on p.13 below. Readers may have other recollections of him to share.
TWENTY FIVE YEARS AGO: Newsletter 28 (December 1984) was dominated by our submission
to the public enquiry into the East Grinstead and Worth Local Plan against construction of a multistorey car park in Queens Road and for an alternative site off Railway Approach. Mrs Doreen Yarwood
outlined plans for a projected Society booklet or series of booklets on the town's listed buildings. Our
case for opposing a proposed office-block on the still derelict station yard dominated Newsletter 29
(March 1985), which also reported progress on various matters on which we were in communication
with Mid Sussex District Council and the listed buildings project. It is noticeable that the majority of
meetings were devoted to local subject matter. Bulletin 37 (Autumn 1984) was the first to appear in A4
format rather than the now out-dated and therefore more expensive (because the paper had to be cut to
size) foolscap. David Gould contributed an article on Albert Cooper's 'Pioneer' bus service which
operated from 1921 to 1930, the veteran local journalist Brian Desmond supplied another instalment of
reminiscences of the town when he came here in the early twenties, and the editor transcribed and
discussed the papers found in the church roof in the summer, historical notes lodged there in 1808 by
18-year old George Ellis. There was also a list of the contemporary documents that replaced them
when their hiding place was covered up again.
AS WE SAW OURSELVES (29) ASHURST WOOD: 'I am longing for a sight of the beauty spots
around Ashurst Wood, which, in my opinion, beat all foreign scenes' - Arthur Tomsett of Ashurst
Wood, serving in the Royal Sussex Regiment, to Miss E.R. Lucas of Bramblehurst, 12 May 1917
(Sussex Record Society, vol.84, p.84)
AS OTHERS SAW US (39) ASHURST WOOD: 'A comfortable commuter's dormitory for East
Grinstead which finds itself increasingly drawn into the orbit of Forest Row. The church, however,
bears witness to a determined effort on the part of the villagers to maintain their identity, for much of
the furnishings and decorations are the work of the parishioners.' - David Arscott, Philip's county
guide, West Sussex (1993), p. 28
BULLETIN 100, to come out in the summer, is intended to be a 'bumper' number worthy of the
centenary with contributions from all the talents. Some pieces have already been commissioned or
promised. Any others, including any from newcomers to our pages, can be considered if received by 17
May.

El
WHAT IS IIISTORY?

Mike Hollins

In my essay 'Why study history?' in the last issue of the Bulletin I touched on the question
'What is history?' without really answering it. This article is an attempt to do so, using illustrations
from local history and historians.

A good starting point is a dictionary definition of history. In Collins English Dictionary, for
example, it is defined as '... a record or account, often chronological in approach, of past events,
developments ... all that is preserved or remembered of the past, esp. in written form, ... the
discipline of recording and interpreting past events involving human beings, ... past events, esp.
when considered as an aggregate....'
This straightforward definition finds expression in the histories of East Grinstead written by
Wallace Hills, Michael Leppard and Dorothy Hatswell and in the leaflets and journals produced by
this Society and the Museum. In his introduction to his book Leppard writes 'Whereas Hills dealt
with things thematically, this book is a narrative account in chronological order ... It is not a
chronicle, however, but a story, with a structure that depends on trying to assess the significance of
events in relation to each other and to find patterns that give meaning to the whole. ... It is based
largely on original research and confined to what there is evidence for or that may reasonably be
concluded.'
Many of the points made here touch on historiography, the study of the practice of history
itself, of the principles, theories or methodology of historical research and presentation, the history
of history mentioned in my previous essay. That is, it is not the study of past events per Se, but
rather the study of how historians themselves hypothesise, understand, record, and approach
history. It examines how knowledge of the past is obtained and transmitted, the writing of history
and the use of historical methods, drawing on notions of authorship, sources, interpretation, style
and bias.
As postulated above, the aim of the serious historian is to collect and record facts about the
past, to discover new facts. Sources may be archaeological remains, previous histories, memoirs,
diaries, letters, the legal and financial records of courts, legislatures, religious institutions and
businesses. Historians are expected to interpret these facts and to formulate an intelligible account
of them. For this reason the first serious attempt to publish something of the history of East
Grinstead, J.C. Stenning' s Notes on East Grinstead (1868), is dismissed as more an antiquarian
collection than connected history (see Patrick Wood Bulletin 12). Indeed Wood claimed of another
of our eminent authorities: 'Hills was no historian: he collected ... facts like a magpie. ... We
believe today that a local history should trace the development of the whole community. ... Since
this is a modern doctrine it is not surprising that Hills failed to subscribe to it.' (Bulletin 15). No
wonder the philosopher Benedetto Croce claimed that 'All history is contemporary history'.
Modern historians have long understood that the information they have may be incomplete
or biased and needs careful handling and interpretation. It was in the 19th century that this
empirical and quasi-scientific approach to history developed based on examination of contemporary
sources, their evaluation as evidence, and on the concept of the historian's objectivity. This view of
history was much influenced by the German historian Ranke whose motto was 'to show it as it
actually was'. His basic premise was to write of the past only what the facts would allow. He has
been described as a story teller and not a theorist. I suggest Ranke's approach remains the general
reader's view of history and is the commonest approach in published histories including, in many
facets, the three mentioned above. It was also dominant within academia and historiography until
the 1960s, when it was challenged by historians such as E.H. Can- in his seminal work of
historiography, What is History?, a book based upon his series of G.M. Trevelyan lectures delivered
at the University of Cambridge in 1961, and which is the inspiration for the title for this article.

Carr's answer to the question 'What is History?' is that it is a continuous 'process of
interaction between the historian and his facts, an unending dialogue between the present and the
past'. Can argued that Ranke's famous dictum was wrong because it presumed that the 'facts'
influenced what the historian wrote, rather than the historian choosing what 'facts of the past' he or
she intended to turn into 'historical facts'. For example, there is such a large quantity of
information about the history of East Grinstead, at least about post-mediaeval times, that the local
historian will always have to choose the 'facts' he or she has decided to make use of. This is
evident when comparing the later chapters of Michael Leppard's and Dorothy Hatswell's books,
and is obliquely raised in the introduction to East Grinstead - Then & Now by Ron Michell and
David Gould: 'Our task, therefore, has not been to search frantically for material, but rather to reject
with some mental anguish dozens of pictures that fully deserved a place in this book'. Does this
mean that the book reflects the authors' own biases and agendas? Conversely, all our local histories
exhibit a shortage of facts about the prehistory and early history of our town, though the lack of
archaeological evidence no doubt reflects a lack of finds and systematic excavation rather than an
absence of material, and this may lead to speculation which goes beyond what can reasonably be
concluded. Here I have in mind debates over the early road patterns of the area, highlighted in
Tony Dyson's review of Michael Leppard's History (Bulletin 74) and in The Extensive Survey of
East Grinstead by Dr R.B. Harris, an historical geographer (reviewed by Michael Leppard in
Bulletin 91).
We have to accept that, whether we like it not, there is always a subjective element in
historical writing, for historians are people of their time, with their own personal history, views and
assumptions that they cannot eliminate from their research and writing. Take, for example, how our
local historians have treated the subject of J.M. Neale. Hills's description of his time in East
Grinstead is glowing: 'But quietly, lovingly, this great scholar and earnest worker plodded on, until
he lived down all opposition and won for himself and his work a love and reverence which is
intensified as the years roll on'. (chapter 16). The general reader would not glean from this chapter
the extent and nature of the controversy Neale caused as an enthusiastic supporter of the High
Church movement and an outspoken and consistent champion of Puseyism. The treatment by
Michael Leppard is far more comprehensive and balanced in describing and analysing these events,
though acknowledged as a summary, ending with a view that 'There must have been more to it than
Victorian obstinacy, strength of opinion and commitment to religious position, including no doubt
the settlement of scores.' Could Hills have been influenced by the 19th-century Great Man Theory
of history associated most often with the historian Thomas Carlyle, who commented that 'The
history of the world is but the biography of great men'. Or to quote Patrick Wood from his
appraisal of Hills: 'History is about chaps ... topography is about maps' (Bulletin 15). Many
chapters in his History include lists of local worthies and one chapter (14) is devoted to them
entirely, though this may be explained in part by his thematic approach. Returning to
historiography for a moment, perhaps as you would expect, Can disagreed with the great man
theory, arguing that no individual is truly free of the environment in which he lives, but he did
admit that, within those limitations, there was room, albeit very narrow room, for people to make
decisions that have an impact on history.
For me Hills seems an example of the historian whose writings reflect conscious or
unconscious political and religious biases. It comes as no surprise therefore to find he made use of
Edward Steer's reminiscences serialised in the East Grinstead Observer in 1899 without once
mentioning his political opponent in his History. As a contrast to his treatment of Neale, though, his
treatment of the burning of the martyrs in! 556 is straight fact. He quotes the main source for our
knowledge of the event, Foxe's 1563 version of his Book of Martyrs, treating it in more detail than
Michael Leppard does in his History (though, to be fair, the latter has written about the subject at
length in Bulletin 87) whereas Dorothy Hatswell's book devotes an illustrated page to the topic.
Foxe's record of this period is extremely partisan, includes many errors and occasional deliberate
falsification of evidence. There seems to be only one other related original document, the sentence

of excommunication passed on Anne Tree. We have contemporary accounts of the church fire in
1683 and the collapse of the Town Hall floor in 1684 but strangely nothing on this very public
event taking place on a market day. Is this sufficient for all three writers to claim the event as an
'historical fact'? What is certain is that the popular views that the remains of the martyrs are buried
in the churchyard, the exact location of the burnings is known and that their ashes have been found,
can be confined to myth or at best cultural heritage rather than the discipline of history.
The kind of issues raised above suggest that history is an art rather than a science. Indeed a
major trend of historical methodology in the 20th century was to treat history as a social science,
with historians adopting a multi-disciplinary approach incorporating geography (hence the title of
historical geographer mentioned above), economics, sociology and the sophisticated use of
quantitative data. Carr was an advocate of this view. In opposition to these claims, historians such
as Hugh Trevor-Roper argued that the key to the historians' work was the power of the imagination,
and hence contended that history should be understood as an art. Other views have proliferated.
French historians associated with the Annales School introduced quantitative history, using raw
data to track the lives of individuals. Intellectual historians such as Herbert Butterfield have argued
for the significance of ideas in history. Marxist historians such as Eric Robsbawm, E.P. Thompson
and Christopher Hill have sought to validate Karl Marx's theories by analysing history from a
Marxist perspective.
These arguments have left history in a divided state. The early view that the truth of the
past could be objectively established has been replaced by the belief that no accumulation of facts
alone is sufficient to constitute history as an intelligible and meaningful account, and that no
historian, however free from evident bias, can be a totally neutral and impersonal recorder of
objective truth. Furthermore, the scope of history has expanded immeasurably, as fields of study
unknown or neglected in the past (such as economic history, the history of ideas, of ideology, class
and gender) have emerged adding to the complexity of the debate.
In my endeavours to explore some of the issues of historiography the perceptive reader may
have inferred from the academic historians I have mentioned that my own experience is rooted in
the past, in the late 1960s. As an undergraduate I was greatly influenced by Carr's criticisms of the
kind of history I had been taught at school, dominated by national and international politics and
diplomacy, bereft of historical theory, and with no hint that the text books I was using might have
been written from an ideological or political standpoint. What is History? remains a stimulating
and accessible work which has probably never been superseded as an introduction to historiography
but those wishing to explore the subject further are referred to more recent publications such as
Richard J. Evans's In Defence of History (1997).
To illustrate some of the points made about historiography I have confined my examples to
local history as befits an article in the Bulletin, but my knowledge of the history of East Grinstead is
inadequate for purpose. I could myself be accused of selecting 'historical facts' to support my
arguments and of working to a historiographical theory. Therefore I would welcome comments and
examples from readers with a better understanding of the history and historians of East Grinstead to
develop the arguments one way or the other. I started with a dictionary definition of history, a
limited definition, so in conclusion I feel obliged to come up with something different, succinctly
encompassing the views outlined above, viz: 'History' is commonly used to refer to what is known
of events which happened in the past, 'history' in academic study is the study of the past and the
product of our attempts to understand the past, rather than the past itself.
APPEAL: Mr & Mrs C. Wilson of Canadian Roots U.K. are seeking, for help with a forthcoming book, any
Canadian veterans stationed in this area in the Second World War and anyone with relevant memories or
photographs (info(canadianrootsuk.org , 8 Strathmore Close, Worthing BNI3 1PQ, 01903 244389).
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OUR WAL1i

M.J. Leppard

Struck by the number of early place-names in the parish of East Grinstead to the west of the
town that consisted of or began with the element feld, I plotted them and wrote them up on a map
and in an accompanying article in our Bulletin 81 (Winter 2003-04), with some follow-up in
Bulletin 82 (Spring 2004). I later treated in the same way the similar names nearby on the Surrey
side of our parish boundary in East Grinstead Museum Compass 19 (Spring 2006), with follow-up
in Compass 20 (Summer 2006). I was equally aware of a comparable collection of early placenames that consisted of or began with the element wald, or might prove to do so, to the east of the
town. I and others have been discussing them piecemeal in notes and articles in the Bulletin on and
off through past issues since 1996. The intention of this article is to survey what has appeared about
them in our pages so far, add any fresh evidence and interpretation, and see if a case might be made
out for a Wald to one side of the town comparable to the Feld on the other.
The principal articles concerned are: P.D. Wood, 'Unfinished business: East Grinstead in the
Domesday Survey', 58, pp.3-23; Editor, 'East Grinstead in Domesday Book', 59, pp.4-8; M.J. Leppard,
'The origins of Ashurst Wood', 65, pp.4-8; A.G. Dyson, 'Grinstead Weald', 67, pp.4-6; Editor, Domesday
Book and early settlements: addenda', 68, pp.7-9; M.J. Leppard, 'Whalesbeech and Whalesbergh', 77, p.10;
M.J. Leppard, 'Whalesbeech, Whalesbergh and Whaleshatch', 79, p.5; M.J. Leppard, 'Whales in East
Grinstead', 80, p.5 .
The map accompanying this article (drawn for me with customary skill and clarity by Mr David
Gould) is not so much a fresh creation as an assemblage of elements from the following already existing
maps, and is therefore more indicative than definitive: P.D. Wood, location map of Domesday Book
settlements in East Grinstead parish, Bulletin 58, pp. 1 2-13; M.J. Leppard, Sperchedene/Wall Hill Farm, 59,
p.6; C.J. Hobbs, Manors of Maresfield and Duddleswell in East Grinstead parish, 62, pp.10-1 1; M.J.
Leppard, after J. Stapleton, Ashurst Wood Common, 65, p.4; M.J. Leppard, East Grinstead Hundred and
other Hundreds in East Grinstead parish, 73, pp.8-1 0; M.J. Leppard, Domesday Book properties and
other early settlements and Early topography of Forest Row, A History of East Grinstead (2001), p.4, fig.4
and p.9, fig.5.
References to these and any other articles, notes or maps in past issues of the Bulletin are given in
this article in square brackets in four-digit form, first two digits Bulletin-number, second two page-number.
Since this article is a survey of existing work, source-references accessible by that means are not repeated in
the end-notes here; they are reserved for material not so covered.
The Old English word wald or weald means 'forest land', in a non-technical sense [6706]. It
survives for one vast expanse, the Weald of Sussex, Surrey and Kent, for areas of parishes such as
Burwash Weald and Sevenoaks Weald, and as an element in place-names like Waldron. In Middle
English it came to mean or suggest 'open or waste-land', the sense in which at first I took it here
[6505f.], but the early date of most of the evidence considered below has convinced me that the
original meaning accounts for our localised weald as much as for the all-embracing Weald.
Standing alone rather than as an element, Wald is first found here, in connection with the
Ashurst Wood area, in locative surnames derived from it, varying in form according to the language
of the writer of the document concerned: William de Waux c.1230 (Norman French), William de
Waldis c.1235 and Simon de Walde 1292 (Latin), and then such English versions as John atte
Welde 1316-17 [6506]. I cannot tell why in the first two citations the name is in the plural, but I do
not think that fact invalidates my general case.
Wald cannot but have existed as a place-name here before serving as a local surname. The
first such instance of Wald on record here, however, is not until 1337 in the latinised form found in
'Brockhurst in Walda', misinterpreted in the English Place-Name Society's Sussex volume (which
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on various pages notes instances of wald and weald without discussion) as the Weald but actually
the manor of Ashurst Wood etc. [6505], dealt with below. We then have 'the manor of Waidhyll,
Welde or Welldenn' in 1548 [6505], 'my farm The Wald' in 1546 [6506], 'the manor of Ashurst
Wold alias Waihyll alias Wylde' in c.1560 [6505], 'the Lande called the Weilde' in 1564 [7408],
'the Land of Wilde' in 1579 [7305] and 'the manor of Walehill alias Weild' in 1606 1 , a variety of
spellings presumably reflecting a range of received pronunciations perhaps attributable to wald's
having dropped out of use as a common noun long before the 16th century. Even the Wood (or
Wold) of Ashurst Wood is wald in another guise [6505].
By then the complications of what to call the manor, another alias of which is Greinstedd
Weild in 15532, are perhaps no more than lawyers' typical anxiety to avoid ambiguity or possible
confusion with other similarly named places. Having dealt more fully with all the known variations
elsewhere [6506f.], I can see two possible interpretations of Ashurst Weald and Grinstead Weald,
however spelt: either that part of Ashurst tithing/Grinstead hundred which was in our Wald or that
part of our Wald which was in Ashurst tithing/Grinstead hundred. Consideration of the map
opposite inclines me to the latter.
As for Wall Hill, also among the names of the manor, it is first recorded in 1502, as
Waldhe113 . Other forms include 'the Waihill', first noted in 1508, and Walehill, in c.1535, by
which date it also served to name the farm alongside [both 6506]. The farm's earlier name, I have
argued from a sequence of place-names within it, was Sperchedene, one of the lost names in the
Hundred of East Grinstead in Domesday Book, compiled in 1086 [5906-07]. Sperchedene was part
of Wildetone, which probably contains the element wald (but possibly wilde, 'wilde') and
presumably denotes an as yet unidentified 'parent' manor further south, though perhaps it may
correspond to our Wald [6807]. Further investigation is required.
Domesday Book does, however, record one estate in East Grinstead Hundred containing
wald in its name and sufficiently close to the area discussed thus far to have conceivably been part
of that same Wald: Waslebie. It first appears as Walesbech (a form recognisable today) shortly
before 1265. The first instance with an h of which I am aware is Whalsbeech(e) in 1582 .4 Various
etymologies have been suggested for both elements, but the quantity and chronology of the evidence
accumulated leaves no date that wald is the first, the only one that concerns us here. [7710, 7905]
The same considerations apply to a name with a similar history, first found in the mid- 13th
century in the locative surname of Richard de Walesberwe. The second element in the personal
name soon settled into bergh, with an h entering its first element in 1327. The original place-name
is first recorded in 1546 as Walesbreghe 5 , soon after which date the familiar h begins to appear in
the first element and the second is transformed into variants of borough and borrow. [7710]
In 1455 we have the first mention of Wadehatch, held by John Plaw, which I have shown to
correspond to the later Plawes Gate [8005]. By 1546 the name had become Whaleshatch [7905] and
by 1636 Walihatch [6807]. In view of the histories already considered, this is undoubtedly another
wald-name in origin, with its development influenced by the larger, and therefore better known,
places Walesbeech and Wall Hill.
As plotted on the map illustrating this article, the places considered certainly suggest that a
stretch of land between the pale of Ashdown Forest and the heights of the A22 and Cansiron Lane
could have been known as Wald or the Wald. If Walesbeech be included, the probability is
increased that the area probably bore the name Wald before the Conquest. It may be significant in
this connection that the first use of weald to denote the Weald of Sussex, Surrey and Kent is not
recorded until 1290. 6
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The map also shows how the boundary between the hundred of East Grinstead and the
hundred of Danehill Sheffield runs, as worded in 1579, 'from the Wood gate [?originally Waidgate]
of Ashurst Wood ... thro' the Land of Wilde by a Ride and so to the Bridge of Forest Row' [7305].
Its dividing what became Wall Hill Farm down the middle suggests that our Wald was in some way
an asset (or possibly a liability) that deserved to be shared equally between two jurisdictions.
It is tempting to look for other wald-names reasonably near the ones mapped, especially if
they can be only vaguely located, but the further afield we search, the weaker the case for a special
concretion and the stronger for independent naming by the most obvious term of disparate places by
their creators. The unidentified Waiheath, for example, was the home of Richard Preston who in
1292 accounted for 340 grown pigs and 455 yearlings on Ashdown Forest7 and in 1327 Laurence
and John Preston were taxed in the villata of Shiffeld 8. Possibly all three were based in the
Sheffield territory mentioned in the last paragraph, but equally possibly the first is not related to the
other two and they could have lived in the main part of the tithing of Sheffield around Danehill.
Speculation is best resisted, at least until more references can be found that either justify a fresh
outbreak or, preferably, strengthen or weaken the hypothesis that this article set out to test.
REFERENCES (Mawer & Stenton = A. Mawer and F.M. Stenton, Place-names of Sussex, part 2 (1930); S.R.S. =
Sussex Record Society): 1 inquest (S.R.S., vol.14, no.643) 2 feet of fines (Mawer & Stenton, p.33 1)
East
Grinstead Hundred court rolls (Essex Record Office DIDL M75; I owe this reference to Mr A.G. Dyson) will of
Robert Ridley (P.C.C. Rowe f.22; I owe this reference to Mr L.E.W. Cole) 5 Mawer & Stenton, p.329 6 Oxford
English Dictionary Victoria History ofSussex, vol.2, p.314 S.R.S., vol.10, p.194

ST SWITIIUN AS EVIDENCE?

M.J. Leppard

I have long argued that the dedication of our parish church to St Swithun supports my
contention that it was founded before the Conquest, on the grounds that the late- lOth century, when
the cult of Swithun was at its height following the translation of his remains into Winchester
cathedral in 971, was the time when our area was beginning to be settled and that a post-Conquest
or Anglo-Norman founder would be less likely to choose a Saxon saint.' This has often been
challenged, usually orally, as 'hardly proof 2 (which I have never claimed it to be).
In a report last year on research on Swithun's shrine and the rediscovery of his skull in
Evreux cathedral in France, David Keys, the archaeology correspondent of the Independent, stated:
'In the late Saxon period, Swithun was credited with the power to help restore cripples and give
sight to the blind. There is little evidence that his cult flourished so vigorously after the Norman
Conquest, despite periodic attempts to promote it'. 3 This too is 'hardly proof' but it is supportive of
my case.
1

2
e.g. Sussex Archaeological Collections, vol.142 (2004), p.149
e.g. Roland B. Harris, East Grinstead historic
3
character assessment report (2005), 3.1.2
in the Church Times (I regret I failed to note the date when cutting out
the story)

POTFOUNDERS: Mr J.S. Hodgkinson has written to say he has established that 'potfounder', on
which I commented in reviewing his The Wealden Iron Industry in Bulletin 97, does not mean
[ceramic] potter (the Oxford English Dictionary's definition) but one who cast iron objects in closed
moulds, as he will no doubt write up fully in the Wealden Iron Research Group newsletter. M.J.L.

THE EAST SUSSEX COUNTY ARCHIVIST'S REPORT FOR 2008-09 records the deposit of
the archive of the Mowatt family, one of whose members, the blind Godfrey Frerichs Mowatt
(1874-1958) stood unsuccessfully as the Liberal parliamentary candidate for East Grinstead in 1924.
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SOME PEOPLE OF EAST GRINSTEAD (continued)

M.J. Leppard

CHARLES COLTHUP
In 1946 a man who looked 'positively ancient' to the young members of Lingfield Road Cricket
Club's second XI - at least fifty years old - arrived at their pavilion. 'Are you the visiting umpire?'
Keith Brown enquired. 'No, my son, I am playing for the club and I have just moved into Durkins
Road'. His name was Charles Coithup and he proved to be 'a real spin bowler of no mean repute and a
very crafty batsman', scoring a fine 50 for the first XI when well over 60.
'Young Charlie', as he became known, was born in Barham near Canterbury on 10 September
1895. For a time he was a miner in a Kent coalfield. At the outbreak of the Great War he enlisted in
the East Kent Regiment (the Buffs), only to spend several years as a prisoner of war. Back in Barham
after the armistice he helped form the Broome Park Cricket Club, which played to a high standard all
over Kent up to the Second World War, in which he served as an instructor in the Royal Army
Ordnance Corps.
On demobilisation Charles Coithup moved to East Grinstead and worked for twenty five years
at St George's House in London Road, a home for maladjusted boys run by John Stan, an Austrian
psychologist. Officially he was the gardener and handyman, but he deputised for Mr Stari when
necessary and 'would do anything for those boys'. Most important, he befriended them, many kept in
touch long after the home closed in 1971. He and his wife Winifred had often invited them to Sunday
tea at their home, one of what were then unashamedly called the Old People's Bungalows at the bottom
of Holtye Road, where his beautiful garden was much admired by passers-by. 'They're lovely people',
said a neighbour, 'always ready to help anybody in need'.
Well into his nineties Charles Colthup, still rosy-cheeked, continued to dig his garden and
cycled once a week to play the piano to the elderly residents of Haisford Park House. From 1957
onwards he was a member of Moat Church.
'Young Charlie' died on 11 May 1990 aged 94. 'This genial little man with a great big heart
was utterly selfless, totally modest and knew how to score when it came to service' was Keith Brown's
tribute.
SOURCES: Profile by Wally Weal, E.G. Courier 3 Oct. 1985, tribute by Keith Brown, Moat Church
magazine, recollection by Adrian Gray in E. G. Courier and Observer, 3 Dec. 2009, and recollection of my
father's words of praise for him.

EAST GRINSTEAD RESIDENTS' GUIDE 2009-2010 (Plus Publishing Services, Ashford, Kent) is
an attractively illustrated compendium of potentially useful local listings (e.g. health, education, local
government) financed by advertising. The compilers' lack of knowledge in the editorial text does not
inspire confidence; John Mason Neale's clearly legible memorial is captioned 'John Nathan Neale', on
the next page we meet the 'Royal Victoria Hospital', and on the map the Fulmar Drive area is labelled
'Stonequarry'. Our Society's 'Historic East Grinstead' map is reproduced without acknowledgement,
let alone permission.
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ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA TO EARLIER BULLETINS

M.J. Leppard

References in square brackets: first two digits Bulletin number, second two page-number

SACKYILLE HOUSE [9708]: Mr P.D. Wood corrects my careless wording 'no portland, even
though the garden today gives every appearance of being one'. 'It is undoubtedly a portland', he writes,
'but belonged then (1564) to another burgage.' It now occurs to me that this fact might have a bearing
on the existence of the passage under the house: giving the portland-holder access. Comparison with
other burgages exhibiting the same feature could suggest the same reason or rule it out.

MRS MARK CHART [9808]: Miss Angela Cole notes from their monument in the Queens Road
cemetery that Anne Bailye married Ernest Wright of Baiham and died in 1887 aged 29. She could not
therefore be the Bailye sister who married Mark Chart.
FROM MR BEAN TO MRS DOLPHIN [9806-10]: After this article was printed a 'profile' and
photograph of Mrs Dolphin appeared in the Winter 2009 issue of the East Grinstead parish magazine.
It adds to the information in the Bulletin, not just on the business here but also on what Mr and Mrs
Dolphin did before setting up their own business here, including his grandfather's royal warrant holding
shirt-maker's in Piccadilly and her supervision of soft furnishings in Rusdens in this town. Researching
my article I could not believe (and therefore ignored) a newspaper statement that Mrs Dolphin's father
was the founder of Rusdens, since Henry Thomas Rusden opened it on coming here in 1909 [9614].
The 'profile' reveals that she was the daughter of Pat Glenister, whom it claims as the founder of
Rusdens in 1950, but who in fact took it over in that year.
STAMP OFFICE [9806]: Having queried Edward Steer's
statement that Henry Nicholas was stamp distributor in the late1850s, I have investigated what is known about the holders of
that post. The first recorded, in Pigot's directories for 1823, 28
and 32, was David Duke, a grocer and draper, etc., who died in
1838. The 1839 edition names Benjamin Huggett, another
grocer, entered as aged 30 and born in Sussex in the 1841
census. There is then no mention in any directories or censuses
until 1862, simply because the job could only ever be a sideline.
Kelly's directories for 1862 and 66 name as sub-distributor of
stamps(presumably subsidiary to someone outside this town)
Joseph Sheppard of Joseph Sheppard & Sons, woollen drapers
and tailors. This business is not recorded in the editions for
1870 and 74, and as from the 1871 census (which records him as
aged 65 and born in East Grinstead) stamp distributor is his only
occupation, with no subsidiarity. Henry Nicholas has the stamp
office in the 1878 Kelly, three years earlier than I said in the
article, and continues to hold it until the 1890 edition, after
which the post disappears. All these men had shops in the High
Street, but except for Nicholas's their precise locations cannot
easily be determined.
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ADVERTISEMENT from the town guide of c.1 933, illustrating Mr Wood's reminiscences opposite
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CRANSTON ROAD, 1930-37

P.D. Wood

I was born in the house called Meadowside in Cranston Road in 1927 and lived there for ten
years. This is not so long ago, in comparison with some of our other reminiscences, but already seems
like a different world.
Most basic supplies were delivered by horse and cart, or van. The baker, Curtis, whose shop
was opposite the Co-op [most recently L.A. Fitness], had a van with a high black tilt, enclosed and
mysterious. Loaves came out of it hot, and so appetising to smell that they usually lost their corners
between the road and the kitchen.
Fish came in a box tricycle, pedalled by a small and rather grubby man called Brown; he had
thin brown hair, a thin brown moustache and a nervous smile, and he cried his wares in a loud hoarse
voice.
There was an itinerant egg-seller, Nevil Lemon, who brought boxes of eggs balanced
precariously on the front platform of a tradesman's bicycle. He seemed to me very old, and lived in a
little cottage near Cowden sunk half into the side of a hill.
The coal merchants, Hall and Best, both had splendid carts and horses with meticulous polished
brass. The cola-heavers had leather-backed coats with an inturned sack over their heads; to a child they
were black and huge and terrifying: so for some reason were the sacks, with hand-grips like ears, thick
and heavy as boards, and, for reasons that are now clear to me, always wet.
Street-beggars, out-of-work ex-servicemen, tramps and gipsies were common enough and
received little courtesy. I remember a cornet-player moving very slowly along Cranston Road: a passerby with a load of pea-sticks on his back tossed him a penny or two. My mother gave me sixpence and,
believing it to be the proper thing to do, I also tossed it over the road. I was properly chidden: it is one
of the many deeds that I would undo if I could.
The Salvation Army band was a great diversion on Sundays. It was about eight or nine strong,
with loud inaccurate brass, clashing tambourines and a very big drum beaten by a very fat man called
Creasey. One day it was getting late, rain was threatening and the onlookers had departed. Between
numbers he looked round his colleagues and said 'Let's sing another 'ymn and b-- off'.
In 1932, at the age of five, I went to Waldegrave House School in St James's Road. It was run
by a man called Pope, and lasted me only two terms before it died. One of the masters, Leslie Tyler,
took on half a dozen boys, me among them, and started a tiny school in corrugated- iron hut called The
Studio at the junction of Cantelupe and De La Wan Roads. Christopher Road had not then been
constructed. The school, hut and all, soon moved to Lingfield Road and was renamed The Green Hut.
Tyler was a bachelor, a Catholic and artistically inclined. He drew, painted and played the fiddle, and
was a close friend of the Hanbury family and the Webbs. He taught well, and kept his pupils, and a
distinguished lot we were. Out of a total never more than eight there were Patrick Moore the
astronomer (briefly), a couple of Abel-Smiths, and John Berger the Marxist novelist and art historian.
The school closed in 1937 when I went away to prep school; post but probably not propter hoc. What
happened to Leslie Tyler I never heard, but I remember him kindly.

STREET-NAMING AND NUMBERING POLICY

M.J. Leppard

At the start of this year Mid Sussex District Council decided it should have a written policy on
street-naming and numbering and circulated a draft for comment.
'The role of town and parish councils is essential to ensuring that street names reflect local
history and character', says the covering letter, exactly the policy this Society has followed from the
creation of its name-bank by Mr P.D. Wood in 1976 (Bulletin 19, p.1 7) and which I follow when asked
for suggestions by the Town Council. New deposits have been recorded from time to time in the
Bulletin, with an up-dating overview and discussion of principles in 2005 (Bulletin 84, pp. 13-17).
The draft deals with legalities and practicalities, including clear display of names and numbers,
and avoidance of duplication and 'inappropriate' names, including potential double-entendres. It
commits the council to preferring a local council's suggestions over a developer's (3.2). 'The name
should reflect the history and heritage of the land intended for development. If no suitable historical
name can be found ... then adjacent areas may be utilised' (7.1 .ii). Names of living persons will not be
permitted 'as the future conduct of individuals cannot be guaranteed' (iii), and dead persons' names
should be used only where there is an historical connection to the site (iv). This is too hard; there may
well be a wish before long, for example, to recognise the new King, and many worthy locals may have
a very long posthumous wait before a site associated with them becomes available, e.g. the founder of
our hospital Dr J.H. Rogers. National heroes, historic or recent, would evidently be personae non
gratae here, and so by implication would be all bad people lest their reputation tarnish their haunts.
Hyphens and apostrophes would be banned also (v). Although nouns in the genitive case do not
customarily exhibit their apostrophe in place-names (e.g. Queens Road, Turners Hill), received spelling
and pronunciation may require them. Thus Brighton and Hove city council recently had to scrap, at
some cost, new signs that read 'St James Street' instead of the 'St James's Street' that it has long been a
point of honour to acknowledge in that place. The same is true, with less recognition, of St James's
Road here, my acquaintance with which goes back even before my family moved into it in 1947.
House-numbers will, rightly, be applied to all developments, with house-names allowed as
additions (9.4). Re-naming and re-numbering of streets will be permitted only as a last resort (11. 1),
also rightly, though I would add 'for good reason' to the permissive exception of the unhappiness of a
group of residents with their street-name. Some years ago some residents of Coronation Road in this
town wanted its name changed because of perceived associations with the television programme
Coronation Street. Nothing came of their attempt, thank goodness.
Equally rightly (in my opinion) the draft also rejects prejudice against the house-number 13 or
any other variation of number-sequences (9.9). Our Town Council in its response has opposed this
categorical ban, believing some developers and potential residents have good reason to shun 13. It has
also pointed out that its invariable call for a clearly displayed street-number whenever planning
applications for new shop-fascias come up is accepted but never enforced. I have concurred with that
in my personal response, commended Goepel's How I chose the street-names of Crawley and the
introduction elsewhere of name-banks such as ours, and made the points I have set out in this article.
AND BUS-STOPS TOO?
Names of bus-stops are not a district council responsibility (nor, some might say, any concern of
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our Society), nor a statutory obligation on any level of local government. Historically they were given
by the bus operators, with little or no co-ordination between companies, and printed in their timetables
for timing points and fare zones. Otherwise they were the outcomes of the local knowledge and usage
of passengers and conductors. Displaying them on bus stop 'flags' and shelters is comparatively recent,
and very welcome, with names determined by whoever is responsible for providing the infrastructure,
in some places the county council, in others an agreed operator. It is becoming increasingly common,
and equally welcome, to display them also in electronic on-board displays, for which the operators
alone decide what wording to use, often constrained by the space available.
As a result many stops now have several rival names, with customary ones surviving orally
alongside written versions liable to vary across roadside information, pocket timetables and on-board
displays and as between county councils and the different operators running their territory. The result
for intending passengers or their advisers can be confusion or error.
In my voluntary public transport co-ordinator for East Grinstead role I have often represented
specific practical difficulties to the appropriate county or bus operators. A long campaign against using
the Crown to designate the main high Street stops (which had not stood outside it since before the
war), via High Street (potentially misleading because by different routes one can get from either side to,
for example, Lingfield), finally achieved Barclays Bank and War Memorial. Believing that the names
should be of some permanent and easily recognisable feature, I persuaded the relevant West Sussex
officer that Whitehall would be better for the main London Road stops than Queens Walk, which she
had chosen by looking at a map in her office in Chichester. The same process, with an out-of-date map,
seems to account for Metrobus's choice, for on-board displays and ticket-machines, of Dorset Arms for
the inn at Hartfield which was renamed the Hay Wagon a couple of decades ago.
There is scope for more rationalisation - for example the stops in the centre of Forest Row are in
some material both Brambletye, in some both Chequers, and in others more sensibly used to distinguish
the side of the road served by the journey in question. Most locals probably do know which one they
want, but those stops are also much used by strangers ranging from ramblers to foreigners temporarily
working here or visiting Steiner establishments.
Further discussion of particular stops would be out of place in this disquisition, which has come
close to being a call for a policy. And to think that one of my reasons for retiring was to escape from
bureaucracy, including policies!
AND, SPEAKING OF PLACE-NAME POLICY
Different place-name policy criteria were illustrated by Mrs K.S. Coutin in her talk to our
Society in February 1985, reported in our Newsletter 29. When a telephone exchange was built in the
parish in 1909 the authorities named it Sharpthome after a nearby farm because that was more distinct
to say and less confusing to hear than West Hoathly, an important consideration in the days when one
always had to tell an operator the place-name and number one wanted. As a result the Post Office
adopted Sharpthorne as the address for the settlement around the (now gone) railway station which is
now the main residential area in the parish. Even so, the villagers' SharpTHORNE would have been a
distant operator's SHARPthorne. I still remember Dr Snow, the headmaster of Ardingly College,
recounting when presenting the prizes at East Grinstead Grammar School in 1949 how he once 'phoned
the school from Scotland and the operator said 'You mean ArDING1y'. Please, Mid Sussex, don't add
a policy on pronunciation, even though West Hoathly parish council once adopted one!
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OUR NEW INFORMATION LEAFLET
MOUNT NODDY AND MOAT POND are the subject of this Society's second information leaflet,
published at the start of this year and 'intended to answer, as far as is currently possible, the most
commonly asked questions about the names and histories of Mount Noddy recreation ground and
cemetery and of nearby Moat Pond'. Aided by a map specially drawn by David Gould, it is a digest of
what has been published on its subjects in our Bulletins and some additional details, e.g. the year an
aeroplane crashed into the pond, 1929 (for which we have to thank Mr Norman Sherry). History,
meaning, episodes in the life of Moat Pond and further reading are all dealt with. (25 n.p. at meetings,
the Town Museum and the Town Council)
OTHER RECENT PUBLICATIONS noticed or reviewed by the Editor
THE TOKENS, METALLIC TICKETS, CHECKS AND PASSES OF WEST SUSSEX, 1650-1950
by R. Kerridge and R. de Ruiter (2009) deserves a warm welcome for the thoroughness with which all
known objects in the categories considered have been researched and the high quality photographic
enlargements illustrating both faces of each. (No details of price, etc. provided; enquire in bookshops)
EAST GRINSTEAD MUSEUM COMPASS 31 (Spring 2010) includes an article amplifying and in
some points correcting the information about this town's 17th-century token-issuers in the work noticed
above and another on the local amateur artist Ewen Evershed. The main contribution is part Ill of
David Gould's detailed study of the East Grinstead saddlers and agricultural engineers Rice Bros,
concentrating this time on the branches in nearby parts of Sussex, Surrey and Kent. (f I at the Town
Museum)
The thirteenth edition of the EAST GRINSTEAD OFFICIAL GUIDE came out last November, in the
usual format but up-dated to July 2009. (75 n.p. at some shops, the Town Museum and East Court)
GIRLGUIDING EAST GRINSTEAD 1910-2010 is a booklet produced to accompany the temporary
exhibition on the subject at the Town Museum until 9 May. Since nothing has been published before
on the history of guiding in this town it will be well worth keeping, while the information on the
activities and structure of the movement today will enlighten all outside it or whose guiding days have
long passed. (2 at the Museum)
SUSSEX INDUSTRIAL ARCHAEOLOGY SOCIETY NEWSLETTER 144
(Oct. 2009) includes a
report 'Missing Bowbell Milestones', unaware of Miss Law's booklet on the subject (reviewed Bulletin
90). No. 145 (Jan. 2010) contains some supplementary information and a note on the local telephone,
etc. directories held at our Town Museum. SUSSEX MILLS GROUP NEWSLETTER 145 (Jan.
20 10) includes an obscure note on photographs of the windmill on East Grinstead Common.
SUSSEX TODAY Nov.-Dec. 2009 includes brief illustrated features on present-day East Grinstead and
Forest Row. SOUTHDOWNS LIVING 53 (Oct. 2009) has a piece on our Town Museum, 54
(Nov.2009) one on Sackville College and an advertising feature on the facilities of East Grinstead
Sports Club, 55 (Dec. 2009) something on Christmas in East Grinstead today, and 57 (Feb.2010) a
good article on Hammerwood Park based on an interview with its owner David Pinnegar as well as a
run of the mill piece on Brambletye Castle. The manager of our Museum and our Tourist Information
Officer contributed some while others are by journalists. All are well illustrated in colour and available
free of charge at various outlets, including the Town Museum, as they come out.

